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Aeronautical studies have shown that subtle changes in aerofoil shape substantially alter aerodynamic forces during fixed-wing flight. The link between shape and performance for flapping locomotion involves distinct mechanisms associated with the complex flows and unsteady motions of an air- or hydro-foil. Here, we use an evolutionary scheme to modify the cross-sectional shape and iteratively improve the speed of three-dimensional printed heaving foils in forward flight. In this algorithmic-experimental method, ‘genes’ are mathematical parameters that define the shape, ‘breeding’ is the combination of genes from parent wings to form a daughter, and a wing’s measured speed is its ‘fitness’ that dictates its likelihood of breeding. Repeated over many generations, this process automatically discovers a fastest foil whose cross-section resembles a slender teardrop. We conduct an analysis that uses the larger population to identify what features of this shape are most critical, implicating slenderness, location of maximum thickness and fore-aft asymmetries in edge sharpness or bluntness. This analysis also reveals a tendency towards extremely thin and cusp-like trailing edges. These findings demonstrate artificial evolution in laboratory experiments as a successful strategy for tailoring shape to improve propulsive performance. Such a method could be used in related optimization problems, such as tuning kinematics or flexibility for flapping propulsion, and for flow-structure interactions more generally.
1. Introduction

The adage ‘shape matters’ aptly applies to aerodynamics and aeronautics. Many of the innovations and improvements in fixed-wing aviation, as well as in propulsion through and on water, have involved better understanding how the shapes of structures affect the flows and forces generated [1,2]. Flapping-wing flight and undulatory swimming involve distinct fluid-dynamical effects such as separated flows, vortex formation and other unsteady phenomena. Rather than operating under conditions of smooth and attached flow, these locomotion modes are characterized by the repeated generation and shedding of vortices due to oscillations of a wing or fin [3]. One thus expects distinct, and perhaps all the more nuanced, ways in which the shape of an air- or hydro-foil is linked to its propulsive performance. Better understanding these mechanisms could shed light on the different strategies employed by swimming and flying animals and could also be applied to the design of biomimetic or biologically inspired robots. These different incentives have driven a renewed scientific and engineering interest in flapping propulsion [4,5], which has served as an archetypal problem in fluid–structure interactions in recent decades.

Pioneering studies first showed that heaving or pitching motions of a foil produce forward thrust [6–9], and subsequent efforts have sought to identify the relevant mechanisms by examining the force distribution over the surface and the unsteady flows generated. A notable effect is that of leading-edge suction, in which the motion at angle of attack leads to a low-pressure region that is associated with fast flow around the front of the foil [9–11]. Another prominent feature is the reverse von Kármán wake in which an array of staggered and counter-rotating vortices yield a backwards jet-like flow downstream of the foil [12–16]. The momentum in the wake is a signature of thrust production, and the strength of the jet is related to the arrangement and intensity of vortices. Recent studies have focused on how vortices form and shed by boundary layer separation as well their subsequent dynamics and interactions with one another and with the foil surface [14,17–23].

The variety and complexity of effects suggest many avenues by which flapping propulsion might be controlled and optimized, and previous studies have focused primarily on wing kinematics and flexibility. Conditions of high performance have been attained for combined heaving and pitching motions [17,24–26], and the forward speed of a wing has been optimized with respect to the stroke waveform during up-and-down heaving [27]. Studies have also shown that, for fixed motions and shape, there exists an optimal degree of wing flexibility for both propulsive speed and efficiency [28–31]. Less studied is the role played by foil shape. Previous studies have investigated a restricted family of foils in order to focus on specific features in isolation, such as thickness distribution [32–38], camber [32,37,39] and edge geometry [40]. Furthermore, studies employing different simulation or modelling methods have led to seemingly contradictory conclusions, for example, with regard to optimal aerofoil thickness [37,41]. Overall, experiments that explore a broad array of foil profiles could offer a more complete picture of the role of shape in flapping locomotion.

A current challenge is to perform a more global search of the vast shape-space. Evolutionary or genetic algorithms are well suited for such optimizations that involve many parameters and potentially complex landscapes for how a specified objective depends on these parameters [42–44]. In recent decades, this approach has been increasingly applied to a variety of engineering problems [45,46] and specifically to optimize hydrodynamic properties of structures propelling in a fluid [47–50]. While these algorithms cannot guarantee true optimality of the best-found solution, such a claim can often in practice be corroborated through additional investigations. Evolutionary algorithms are also useful as a means to explore a landscape while improving a specified objective, and for this reason, they have also emerged as a valuable tool to gain insight into underlying physical mechanisms [51,52]. And while such algorithms perform better for large population sizes and many generations, past studies have been successful with relatively small samples [47,53].
Figure 1. Effect of shape on the forward flight of a heaving and plunging wing. (a) A race among wings or foils of varying cross-section. (b) Problem idealization: A wing is driven to heave up and down with amplitude $A$ and frequency $f$, resulting in self-propulsion through a fluid while towing a drag payload. The steady-state speed $U$ is set by the balance of thrust and drag, which depends on the shape. (c) Experimental realization: A three-dimensional printed foil is connected to an upright shaft through which a vertical heaving motion is imposed, and rotary bearings allow for forward propulsion in orbits around a water tank.

Here, we combine an evolutionary algorithm with laboratory experiments to explore the role of propulsor shape in controlling and optimizing flapping locomotion. Specifically, we seek ideal wing profiles for fast locomotion through an evolutionary or genetic scheme that permits an extensive search of shapes whose performance can be efficiently and directly measured. To isolate the effect of profile shape alone, we consider the simplified case of a heaving, rigid foil of uniform spanwise shape but whose cross section can be varied and realized by three-dimensional printing. These foils self-propel through water, and the fastest individuals are preferentially selected in forming a new generation of wings that inherit favourable shape traits. By repeating this process, many cross-sectional shapes are explored as speed is iteratively improved. The central aim of this work is to identify the shape features favourable for fast propulsion and, in particular, to test whether an evolutionary algorithm can automatically ‘discover’ such ideal foil profiles. If so, such a method may be applied to improving or optimizing other aspects of flapping locomotion, such as more complex kinematics, flexibility and spanwise shape variations. Indeed, such an approach could prove useful in fluid–structure interaction problems generally.

2. Algorithmic-experimental approach

This work focuses on the following question: Given a particular heaving motion, and given a fixed amount of material (i.e. cross-sectional area) from which to make a wing or hydrofoil, what profile shape yields the fastest locomotion? Which wing emerges as the winner of a race among different shapes, as illustrated in figure 1a? The fluid dynamical situation being considered is shown in figure 1b: A rigid wing or hydrofoil undergoes prescribed up-and-down motion of peak-to-peak amplitude $A$ and frequency $f$ within a fluid. Forward flight or self-propulsion at a terminal speed $U$ is attained once the thrust produced by the foil comes into balance with the resistance incurred by a drag payload that is towed along. This idealized scenario might be viewed as analogous to forward flapping flight or swimming, where wings or fins generate thrust to overcome the drag on a body.
Our experimental realization involves an apparatus for ‘test-flying’ three-dimensional printed foils through water and measuring the speed. As schematized in figure 1c, a foil is affixed to one end of a horizontal rod, which itself is attached to an upright shaft (see also electronic supplementary material, Movie S1). The shaft is driven to heave sinusoidally up and down by a motor (not shown) at prescribed \( A \) and \( f \), and this flapping motion is imparted to the foil. The motor connects to the shaft via low-friction rotary bearings, which allow for free rotation of the foil about the upright shaft. Swimming or flying thus takes the form of orbits around a cylindrical water tank, and such a rotational system has been shown in previous studies to share important features with translational locomotion [13,14,33]. When driven to heave, the wing ‘takes off’ from rest and soon attains a terminal rotational speed, which is automatically recorded by an optical encoder and converted to a translational speed \( U \) at the mid-span. We implement a drag payload in the form of a grid damper that is affixed opposite to the foil on the horizontal rod. By slowing the swimming with the damper, along with implementing a long circumferential travel distance around the tank, we ensure that the flows generated in the previous orbit are largely dissipated and have minimal influence (see Material and Methods). Our approach exploits three-dimensional printing to manufacture rigid wings of a wide variety of cross-sectional forms, each of which can be readily attached to the device in order to measure speed for different kinematics.

To focus on the role of cross-sectional shape in thrust generation, we impose a number of simplifications and idealizations. The wings are rigid, and the shapes are uniform in the span-wise direction to yield a quasi-two-dimensional situation. We consider sinusoidal heaving-and-plunging rather than more complex flapping kinematics involving pitching rotations. This case of heaving flight of a rigid wing, while idealized in comparison to natural flight, has served as an archetypal flapping flight problem in past studies and retains many of the relevant fluid dynamical complexities [19,33–37]. We consider a fixed peak-to-peak flapping amplitude \( A = 3 \text{ cm} \) and vary flapping frequency \( f = 0.4–2.4 \text{ Hz} \), though we find that the relative ranking in terms of speed of different foils does not differ significantly for different values of \( f \). That is, speed \( U \) typically increases with \( f \) for all wings, but if wing A is faster than wing B for \( f = 1 \text{ Hz} \), then A tends to be faster than B at \( f = 2 \text{ Hz} \) as well (see Material and Methods). We also seek to optimize locomotion speed, as opposed to other objectives such as efficiency, in order to reveal mechanisms for thrust production. We demand that all foils share the same cross-sectional area and the same span length, or equivalently, the same total volume. This leads to shapes of differing chord length \( c \), and because we consider fixed heaving amplitude \( A \), the dimensionless amplitude \( A/c \) is not uniform across foils. After the presentation of our findings for this case study, we speculate as to how the optimal shape may change for other conditions and other objectives, all extensions for which the methods presented here may be applied.

As shown in figure 2a, we explore wing shapes that are up-down symmetric but may have the fore-aft asymmetries that likely play a role in thrust production. The profile is specified by a function \( y(x) \) for the upper surface, and different shapes are attained by different values for input parameters. Specifically, we introduce a modified version of classic NACA aerofoils in which \( y(x) \) takes the form of a polynomial with a square-root term that allows for blunt edges. The equation is provided in the Material and Methods section below, and each wing is uniquely identified by a set of coefficients in this formula. These parameters can be viewed as ‘genes’ that can be grouped into a genome vector \( g \) for each individual. Importantly, our formula admits a rich variety of shapes, with some examples shown in figure 2b. Variations include fore-aft symmetric shapes that resemble an ellipse or lens, or asymmetric shapes such as a classic aerofoil. The leading and trailing edges can be blunt and rounded or sharp and angular.

The genes defining a wing’s shape, as well as the measured speed that serves as its ‘fitness’, provide the inputs to a genetic or evolutionary algorithm that seeks to improve the speed by modifying shape. We employ an established evolutionary scheme [54] selected from a class of algorithms that has proven successful even for cases in which the population size within a generation and the number of generations are limited [47,55]. Starting with an initial population of ten shapes, our scheme iteratively produces new generations by preferentially cross-breeding faster wings, as shown in figure 2c and further detailed in the Material and Methods section.
3. Evolutionary trends and the fastest shape

To carry out the evolution scheme, we seed the first generation with slender shapes expected to perform well but also with a variety of characteristics. These initial members include forms such as a NACA aerofoil, a shape resembling an ellipse and geometries with varying degrees of bluntness and sharpness at both edges. We then implement the scheme described above. Figure 3a shows the normalized speed $U/\Delta f$ for the 10 members of each generation over 15 such iterations, with each dot corresponding to a single individual. For clarity, we present data in this and subsequent plots for an intermediate frequency $f = 1.8$ Hz, which is representative of trends across all $f \in [0.4, 2.4]$ Hz. The performance of the fastest member of each generation can be seen to improve markedly in under 10 generations. The top speed within each generation increases by 20% and then reaches a plateau, suggesting that the algorithm has progressed towards an optimum. The fastest wing among all shapes first appears at the 11th generation and then remains in all subsequent generations. It is denoted by red stars on the graph, and its shape is shown in red in figure 3a. A significant spread in the speeds within each generation persists throughout the process, which indicates high variability in the population. The variability is kept high due
Figure 3. Emergence of a fastest wing shape. (a) Normalized speed $U/Af$ increases over successive generations and then reaches a plateau. Dots represent the 10 wings in each generation, and the fastest solution (star) is produced in the 11th generation. Data are shown for $f = 1.8$ Hz. (b,c) The fastest wing of each generation: (b) Superposition of normalized profiles, where $S$ is the cross-sectional area. The foil shapes are compressed horizontally to better display the development over generations. (c) The fastest foils from each generation shown at proper relative scale.

to the substantial level of mutation in the genetic algorithm, which promotes exploration of the high-dimensional shape space (see Material and Methods). While the scheme is not guaranteed to produce a true optimum, it does seem to have yielded a unique fastest individual after this broad search.

The propulsive speeds attained determine the fluid dynamical regime in which the foils operate, which is characterized by the Reynolds and Strouhal numbers and the reduced frequency. Our data yield Reynolds numbers within $Re = Uc/\nu \sim 10^3 - 10^4$, where $U$ is the swimming speed, $c$ is the wing chord length and $\nu$ is the kinematic viscosity of water. The observed range of $Re$ partially overlaps with those for bird flight and fish swimming. The Strouhal number $St = Af/U$ is an important determinant of vortex shedding for heaving foils, and here $St = 0.14 - 0.31$, which also overlaps with that of animals [56]. In figure 3a, we display the inverse of the Strouhal number, $U/Af$ as a measure of the output swimming speed $U$ for a characteristic input heaving speed $Af$. This regime of $Re$ and $St$ is marked by flow separation and the roll-up of vortices at the leading and trailing edges subsequently impacting the thrust generated [19]. The reduced frequency $k = fc/U$ is a measure of unsteadiness and may be viewed as a ratio of time-scales: $c/U$ is the typical time a fluid parcel may interact with the passing foil, and $1/f$ is the flapping period. The present study explores $k = 0.3 - 0.6$. The three parameters $Re$, $St$ and $k$ are typically imposed in fixed-velocity studies but are outcomes here, as $c$ is an evolved quantity and $U$ is the resulting speed for a given shape.

The progression towards the fastest shape also provides a number of interesting insights. In the first generation, for example, the classic NACA aerofoil unexpectedly loses to the wing shown at the top of figure 3c which has rounded leading and trailing edges. Furthermore, one can examine the progression of the fastest shape within each generation, and these profiles are shown in figure 3b,c, where shades of grey denote generational progression and the global fastest form is shown in red. Figure 3b shows these elite profiles overlaid and re-scaled to highlight the subtle differences, and it can be seen that much of the initial development occurs at the trailing edge. Later forms appear to converge to the fastest shape, again suggesting approach to an optimum. Figure 3c shows these same forms at proper scale.
Slenderness is the most salient feature shared by the elite, and the most apparent overall developments are the formation of fore-aft asymmetries and a sharp trailing edge. Close inspection of all these data shows that the modest improvement in generations 1–4 is associated with the formation of an angular trailing edge, while the more marked progression from 4 to 8 seems linked to its evolution into a thin cusp. In fact, we found that in later generations the algorithm occasionally produced shapes so thin that we were unable to three-dimensional print them successfully. (This occurred once in generation 11 and twice in generation 12.) In such cases, the unprintable shape was simply replaced with a new printable daughter wing generated by again selecting and breeding two parents in the previous generation. These events seem to be examples of the optimization procedure leading to shape solutions that are unphysical (e.g. infinitesimally thin) and thus unrealizable due to practical manufacturing limitations.

This study has generated a wealth of data on the locomotion speed of 150 wing forms heaved at 11 different frequencies, for a total of 1650 measurements, all of which are available as electronic supplementary material.

4. Eigenmorphs: a genomic basis linked to fitness

We next pursue a more systematic means to identify the aspects of shape most crucial for speedy propulsion. Our procedure takes advantage of the large database on foils of differing shapes and employs a statistical analysis to relate genetic variations to performance. Our method employs principal component analysis (PCA) and can be motivated by a simple, illustrative example involving only two genes, $g_1$ and $g_2$. In figure 4a, we show schematically how a population of the fastest foils (each represented by a circle) may be distributed in this two-dimensional gene space about the optimal solution (star). Generically, there will be directions of differing variability, and the new directions $e_1$ and $e_2$ represent small and large variations, respectively. PCA identifies these as eigenvectors (or principal components) of increasing eigenvalue, and these new directions can be expressed as linear combinations of the original directions. Importantly, the variations across individuals are uncorrelated for these new genes whereas they are correlated in the original genes. We suggest that the new directions form a more natural genomic basis for parametrizing shape as it is relevant to performance. For example, the new gene $e_1$ represents a change of shape that is sparsely represented among the elite foils, and thus we infer that this morphing is highly detrimental to performance. This new gene may be called ‘stiff’ as it seems tightly constrained (as if by a stiff spring) and ought not be varied much if performance is to be maintained. The new gene $e_2$ is a ‘soft’ direction that is weakly constrained (as if by a soft spring), and large variations do not degrade performance significantly.

We implement this procedure to identify the eight new genes or directions in the genome space for the eight-component shape parametrization outlined in the Material and Methods. The fastest 40 wings are selected and we use PCA to identify these new directions as those along which the variations across individuals are uncorrelated. The analysis centres the gene pool around the mean genome $m$, which is near the optimum, and applies a singular value decomposition to the resulting data matrix. Each of the eight newly identified variables dictates a specific morphing of foil shape. Hence, we use the term ‘eigenmorph’ for each new gene or direction in genomic space. Table 1 reports on the eigenmorphs as revealed by PCA, where the new shape space directions are expressed in terms of the original gene parameters.

In figure 5a, we show how wing shape is distorted from the mean shape $m$ by incrementally scanning along each eigenmorph $e_i$ separately. That is, the shapes shown correspond to $m + \mu e_i$, where $\mu$ is a parameter that is varied to ‘walk’ along each eigenmorph. Note that sufficiently large $|\mu|$ along any $e_i$ leads to shapes outside the elite family. As in the simple 2-gene example given above, the eigenmorphs have differing degrees of variability that may be interpreted in terms of how changes in shape impact performance. The eight eigenmorphs of figure 5a are ordered and numbered by increasing variance, measured by their respective eigenvalues $\lambda_i$. The variance along each direction is shown in figure 5b, where we have normalized such that their
Figure 4. Schematic illustrating the eigenmorph analysis. (a) For a two–gene system, the fittest or most elite individuals (grey dots) will exhibit variability about the optimum $m$ in the gene space $(g_1, g_2)$. The eigenmorphs $(e_1, e_2)$ are a new basis with uncorrelated variations. The under-representation of fit individuals along the ‘stiff’ direction $e_1$ suggests that the associated shape changes are detrimental. The ‘soft’ eigenmorph $e_2$ is associated with less detrimental shape changes. (b) Stiff and soft directions naturally arise when the optimal solution is near the boundary of an inaccessible region in the gene space. (Online version in colour.)

Table 1. Mean genome $m$ of the population of 40 fastest wings, and new gene parametrization $\{e_i\}$ derived from PCA and expressed in the original genomic basis $\{g_i\}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$g_1$</th>
<th>$g_2$</th>
<th>$g_3$</th>
<th>$g_4$</th>
<th>$g_5$</th>
<th>$g_6$</th>
<th>$g_7$</th>
<th>$g_8$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>-0.185</td>
<td>-0.144</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_1$</td>
<td>-0.266</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_2$</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>-0.086</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>-0.0604</td>
<td>0.0211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_3$</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>-0.613</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_4$</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>-0.082</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>-0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_5$</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>-0.340</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>-0.413</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_6$</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>-0.583</td>
<td>-0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_7$</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>-0.328</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>-0.075</td>
<td>-0.310</td>
<td>-0.535</td>
<td>0.589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_8$</td>
<td>-0.192</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>-0.094</td>
<td>-0.137</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.711</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sum is unity: $\sigma_i = \lambda_i / \sum_j \lambda_j$. The inverse of this normalized variance, which we associate with stiffness, is plotted on logarithm-scale in figure 5c. The first eigenmorph has the least variance, it is the stiffest, and the associated changes in the genes along this direction are most sparsely represented in the elite gene pool. We interpret this under-representation among the fastest foils as indicating that the associated changes in shape are highly detrimental to performance. From figure 5c, one sees that eigenmorphs 1 and 2 are particularly important, with a stiffness that is about an order of magnitude greater than that of eigenmorph 3. In the section that follows, we interpret these stiffest eigenmorphs in terms of what aspects of shape are most critical for fast propulsion.

The softer eigenmorphs have greater variance, and the associated variations in genes along these directions are well represented among the elite. Such a soft direction could be understood to indicate that the associated changes to shape are only weakly detrimental to performance. It could also be that the changes in gene parameters corresponding to a soft eigenmorph do not actually lead to much change in shape, as seems to be the case for eigenmorph 6, for example. In this case, the soft eigenmorph could be viewed as indicating over-parametrization or redundancy of genes, at least for those genomes in the vicinity of the optimal solution.
5. Identifying favourable shape characteristics

The above analysis suggests that the most crucial aspects of shape for ensuring speedy propulsion can be gleaned from the stiffest eigenmorphs. Examination of the associated changes in shape from figure 5a indicates several important features. The most prominent feature that is changed in eigenmorph 1 is fore-aft asymmetry. The rounded front region and slender back region of the optimal solution (dashed curve) is destroyed and the asymmetry in thickness distribution is even inverted for $\mu > 0$ to give a slimmer nose than tail. Sharpness of the edges is one aspect of this asymmetry, along with the location of maximum chord thickness. The optimal wing is thickest near the front, and scanning along the first eigenmorph causes this location to move backward on the wing. The most prominent feature of the second eigenmorph is the chord length or, equivalently, the slenderness of the foil, as may be quantified by the thickness-to-chord aspect ratio. In addition to the loss of slenderness, one again sees a general loss of fore-aft asymmetry as the edges become more similar in sharpness and the position of maximum thickness approaches the mid-chord.

Related to the fore-aft asymmetry in edge sharpness, the exceedingly thin trailing edge of the optimal foil is seen to be destroyed for $\mu > 0$ in both eigenmorphs 1 and 2. Less apparent from figure 5a is what happens for $\mu < 0$, in which case we find that the foil is morphed into an unphysical shape (not displayed) as the foil profile curve crosses itself near the trailing edge. (That is, the thickness curve $y(x)$ for the upper profile takes on negative values.) In essence, it seems the optimal foil is so tapered at the trailing edge that even small changes in shape cause the upper and lower profile curves to intersect. We suggest that the situation may be akin to that shown schematically in figure 4b: the optimal solution is near an unphysical boundary, leading to stiff eigenmorphs that are normal to this boundary. To explore this idea, we introduce a metric for trailing-edge fineness $\tau$, defined as the cross-sectional area of the wing divided by the area of the portion over the last fourth along the chord. For example, a wing with uniform thickness (i.e. rectangular cross-section) would be given a low value of $\tau = 4$, while a high value of $\tau = 100$ corresponds to a very thin trailing edge in which only one per cent of the wing mass or area is invested in the rear fourth of the wing. In figure 6, we plot $\tau$ for $\mu$ along all eight eigenmorphs. The optimal solution of $\mu = 0$ has high $\tau \approx 40$, but more striking is that the four stiffest eigenmorphs...
Figure 6. Evolution of the trailing edge fineness when scanning the shape space around the mean genome $m$ along each eigenmorph $e_i$. The fineness $\tau$ is defined as the ratio of the total cross-sectional area of the wing $S$ to the area located within the last fourth of its chord. The four stiffest eigenmorphs are all near a rapid increase in the fineness associated with unphysical shape solutions, which occur where the displayed curves terminate.

are all quite close to an unphysical boundary (solid dots) and the associated rapid increase in $\tau$. This suggests that the evolutionary scheme not only tends towards a thin trailing edge but is ultimately limited by the unphysical nature of a truly cusp-like structure. This is consistent with our inability to three-dimensionally print some of the later-generation candidate wings due to their exceedingly thin trailing edges.

6. Favourable traits, their emergence and structure of the optima

The eigenmorphs provide a practical and concrete characterization of the morphological changes that significantly impact performance. They may also be interpreted in terms of more intuitive geometrical parameters discussed above, such as fore-aft asymmetry as specified by the edge sharp- or blunt-ness, fineness of the trailing edge, and location of maximum thickness along the chord. Some such characterizations, such as the slenderness as measured by thickness-to-chord ratio, are commonplace in describing aero- or hydro-dynamic performance. We hypothesize that each such feature identified by the stiffest eigenmorphs in the elite population will be associated with a peak or maximum in speed when displayed for the larger population.

To test this, we define metrics for these characteristics and display in figure 7 how these relate to speed for all wings across all generations. For example, in figure 7a we report on the performance of wings with regard to the asymmetry in edge bluntness. In this case, the asymmetry parameter corresponds exactly to the value of the gene $\alpha_0$ which governs which edge is more blunt, as explained in the Material and Methods section. Values near 0 indicate a blunt trailing edge and sharp leading edge, and vice versa for values near 1. While early generations display a wide range of values, wings of later generations preferentially have a blunt nose and sharp trailing end. In this case, an apparent maximum in speed occurs near one extreme in the shape parameter.

More commonly, a favourable attribute is not directly encoded by a single gene parameter. The optimum also typically occurs at an intermediate value in the parameter range. For example, in figure 7b, we report on how speed relates to the position of the point of maximum thickness along the wing chord. This feature, which is dictated by many genes, displays a sharp maximum near 0.2. Thus, the best wings are tightly constrained to have a thickest portion located downstream from the nose by about 20% of the chord length. As another important feature, wing slenderness...
can be quantified by the ratio of thickness to chord length, which also depends on many genes and also displays a non-trivial optimum, as shown in figure 7c. Short and stout wings have large \( t/c \) and are universally slow, and performance improves for more slender wings. The data of figure 7c show an apparent peak near \( 0.12 \approx 1/8 \), which corresponds to shapes that are about eight times longer in chord than in thickness. One also sees that, while some specific traits are shared by the very fastest wings, having any one such trait does not guarantee fast locomotion. For example, the best wings have thickness-to-chord ratio near 0.12 but other wings of this same or similar \( t/c \) move at half the maximum speed and are among the slowest of all shapes explored. Thus, optimality stems from a suite of features in combination.

The trailing edge fineness \( \tau \), as defined above, displays yet another structure as to optimality. From the data of figure 7d, we see that speed improves somewhat monotonically with fineness with the fastest wings having the vast majority of their mass invested in the leading portion of the chord. We suggest that the best-found solution tends to large but finite \( \tau \) because of the practical limitation of manufacturing a foil of such extreme fineness.

7. Parametric analysis

The above results suggest that the teardrop form of the very fastest wing is at or near a local optimum in speed with regard to changes in shape. To corroborate this, we systematically morph this fastest profile to explore similar shapes around this suspected optimum and assess their relative performance. For example, to explore changes in the location of maximum thickness, we generate a new family of wings by applying a triangular shear transformation to the teardrop profile. This operation shifts the thickest portion along the wing chord while leaving the two edges largely unaffected. Two such foils are shown in figure 8a, with the thickest portion shifted towards the leading edge and towards the trailing edge, respectively. The resulting speed normalized by that of the original teardrop profile for members of this family is plotted in figure 8a, revealing a distinct maximum near that discovered by evolution (red star). We note that such morphing transformations in general yield shapes outside the parametrization employed in our evolutionary scheme, and thus the appearance of a peak in this dataset offers additional support for local optimality.

A similar procedure is used to explore the effect of wing slenderness. Here, we generate of family of wings of differing thickness-to-chord ratio, \( t/c \), by applying compression or expansion transformations that preserve cross-sectional area. The measured speed data reported in figure 8b show that increasing slenderness, which corresponds to decreasing \( t/c \), leads to increasing speed up until a critical \( t/c \sim 0.12 \), and thereafter changes are more modest. The fastest profile (red star)
Figure 8. Exploring the speed dependence of shape attributes through systematic morphing of the fastest wing solution. The measured speed $U$, normalized by the maximal speed $U_0$ produced by evolution for wings of varying (a) position of maximum thickness and (b) thickness-to-chord ratio. The first feature displays a clear peak bounded by steep slopes, and the second shows a peak bounded by a plateau and steep slope. Data are shown $f = 1.8$ Hz. (Online version in colour.)

discovered by the evolution scheme again appears to correspond to a local peak, albeit one that is highly asymmetric and bounded between a plateau and a steep cliff. We note that the very thin profiles for small $t/c$ are prone to slightly flex and reorient under the fluid loading, which induces larger errors in $U$ depending on how securely the wing is mounted on its support rod.

8. Discussion and conclusion

This work demonstrates a scheme that modifies the cross-sectional shape and iteratively improves the speed of wings or hydrofoils in forward heaving-and-plunging flight. The use of an evolutionary algorithm, automated data collection, and three-dimensional printing permits the rapid exploration of many wing forms and arrival at the fastest profile after testing about 100 foils. We also present a statistical analysis that uses the population of elite foils to infer which aspects of the shape are most critical to performance. This method uses principal component analysis (PCA) to identify a natural basis of shape deformations that we call ‘eigenmorphs’, some which strongly degrade performance and others which induce little effect. Together, these results reveal a fastest foil that resembles an elongated teardrop with quantifiable features such as a pronounced fore-aft asymmetry in edge sharpness—including a rounded bulb at the leading edge and thinly cusped trailing edge—and a slenderness or thickness-to-chord ratio of about 0.12. Elite wings all share this suite of favourable traits, but each particular trait is also found on inferior wings, and so no single feature guarantees good performance. Though true optimality is not guaranteed by the algorithm, the results of our evolutionary and parametric studies suggest that this teardrop form is near a local maximum for speed. Our study also gives insight into the underlying fitness landscape, which exhibits clear peaks in some directions of shape space but can also show plateau-like directions where speed depends little on shape variations.

The optimal form and the most favourable features discovered here must reflect unsteady flow–shape interactions, but our study leaves unidentified the underlying fluid-dynamical mechanisms. Indeed, the evolutionary algorithm, exploration of a broad family of shapes, and eigenmorph analysis employed here are ‘blind’ schemes that are not biased by aero- or hydro-dynamic expectations but also do not provide physical explanations. We may speculate nonetheless as to why the elite foils perform well. The bulb-like nose provides a broader frontal region for suction pressure to act upon, which is known to be a significant source of thrust for heaving-wing flight [9,10]. Leading-edge suction may also explain why a uniformly thin, plate-like shape is not among the elite despite its drag-minimizing profile. Our results are consistent
with previous computational studies showing the existence of a thickness optimum [37], with a rounded leading edge favouring suction but overly thick profiles resulting in high drag. The location of maximum thickness, which was found for the fastest wings to be about 20% of the chord from the leading edge, may also relate to this suction, for example, by confining the low-pressure leading-edge vortex to the front of the wing. The sharply cusped trailing edge may generate strong vorticity that contributes to the propulsive jet generated by the foil [16, 40, 57]. The associated concavity of shape on the latter portion of the wing may also play a role in the effective imparting of momentum to the fluid [58]. Slenderness seems more subtle in light of the fact that increasing slenderness, or decreasing the thickness-to-chord ratio $t/c$, leads to rapidly increasing speed until a critical $t/c \sim 0.12$ and thereafter changes little. While unexplained, this observation is consistent with previous numerical simulations [34].

Because the problem considered here shares some broad features with animal flight, it is natural to compare the teardrop form to the shapes of bird wings. Avian wings tend to share the features of low thickness-to-chord ratio, a rounded and thickened leading edge, and a sharp trailing edge. While many of these are quite generic streamlined traits that are common in fixed-wing aerofoils as well, perhaps the most unique features shared by the teardrop foil and bird wings are that of an exceedingly thin downstream region that yields a cusp–like trailing edge. The trailing region of a bird wing typically thins to a remex or single feather [59], suggesting a selection towards fineness that has reached material limitations. This is reminiscent of our laboratory evolution scheme yielding solutions so thin that they test our manufacturing capabilities.

Animal flight and engineering applications that use oscillating propulsors, however, involve many additional effects not considered here, such as complex flapping kinematics and wing flexibility. Extensions of this study could seek optimal cross-sectional shape for flight that includes one or more of these factors, and these factors could also be optimized or improved along with shape. Perhaps the simplest extension would be to consider variations in amplitude while maintaining sinusoidal vertical motions. This may lead to different regimes for the amplitude-to-chord ratio, which has been shown to be an important parameter in forward flight [17, 19]. A next step might be to consider variations in stroke form for heaving-and-plunging motions, and while the stroke form itself has been optimized for a fixed rectangular cross section [27], it is not clear how the shape and stroke form might influence one another. Yet another complexity would allow for the combined vertical heaving motion and pitching rotations that typify biological flapping flight. Because the angle of attack is strongly modified by pitching, the local flow may change significantly [60], an effect that could strongly alter the optimal shape. An additional layer would include wing flexibility. Previous works have shown that thrust-producing wings exhibit optimal performance for particular values of (homogeneous) stiffness [29–31]. Understanding the coupled problem of profile shape and flexibility, both of which affect the bending rigidity and deformation modes, represents a fascinating avenue for future study. Finally, allowing for span-wise variations in shape would seem to allow for new mechanisms involving three-dimensional flow structures.

In all such optimization studies, different objectives may also be considered, for example, improving locomotion efficiency or lift generated rather than the fitness function of locomotion speed. Indeed, different genetic or evolutionary algorithms could also be explored and compared to the method employed here [50, 61]. Future studies may also consider numerical methods, such as computational fluid dynamics simulations, as an alternative to the experimental approach reported here. Real-time experiments can be faster than simulations for high Reynolds number conditions involving highly unsteady flows and sharp geometries, which necessitate fine time and space resolution. Our approach is largely automated via three-dimensional printing of the shapes and electronic acquisition of the speed data, so minimal human time must be invested in loading and loading the wings. In practice, we are limited to testing one generation per day by the roughly 6 h print time, which is most conveniently done overnight. Unlike most computational approaches, we expect this run time to remain largely unchanged even as the many complexities given above are considered, provided the experimental procedures can be automated.

This work shows that mimicking natural selection or evolution in controlled laboratory experiments can be an efficient means of identifying favourable solutions for unsteady
locomotion and thus might be usefully applied to the many extensions given above. We would also argue that such schemes are especially suited for understanding complex flow–structure interaction problems generally. The intrinsic challenges are well illustrated by the simplified context of heaving propulsion studied here. While one is tempted to assert that fluid-dynamical mechanisms such as leading-edge suction and vortex generation and shedding dictate the forward speed of a heaving wing, the wing motion itself also affects these mechanisms and the unsteady flow field generally. Locomotion is thus an emergent property that comes about from the flow–foil interaction, and the interaction is influenced by shape. Such complex coupling is a hallmark of a broader class of moving boundary problems and fluid–structure interactions, and evolutionary algorithms seem especially well suited for identifying desired solutions.

9. Material and methods

(a) Shape parametrization

We consider up-down symmetric wing profiles with an upper half curve described by:

$$y(x)/c = \sum_{i} \beta_i \left[ \alpha_i \left( \frac{x}{c} \right)^i + (1 - \alpha_i) \left( 1 - \frac{x}{c} \right)^2 \right],$$

where $i = 1/2, 1, 2, 3, 4$ and $\{\beta_i, \alpha_i\}$ are coefficients specific to each profile, and $c$ is the wing chord length. This is a modification of the four-digit NACA up-down symmetric family of foils, which employ a fourth-order polynomial and a square-root term that forms a blunt leading edge. Specifically, a NACA profile is of the form $y(x)/c = \sum \beta_i (x/c)^i$, which may be recovered from our formula by setting $\alpha_i = 1$. Our inclusion of the $(1 - x/c)^i$ terms allows for fore-aft symmetric or asymmetric shapes, where the parameters $\alpha_i$ affect the degree of symmetry. We restrict $\beta_i \in [-1, 1]$, which discriminates against short shapes but otherwise permits many shape variations. Each wing is thus characterized by eleven parameters ($5 \alpha_i$ terms, $5 \beta_i$ terms, and the chord $c$), that are reduced to eight by two end conditions $y(0) = y(c) = 0$ as well as the imposition of fixed cross-sectional area. We use the end conditions to eliminate $\beta_4 = -\sum_{i=1/2}^3 \beta_i$ and $\alpha_4 = -\sum_{i=1/2}^3 \alpha_i \beta_i / \beta_4$.

The cross-sectional area is given by $S = 2 \int_0^c y(x)dx = 2c^2 \sum \beta_i [\alpha_i u^i + (1 - \alpha_i)(1 - u)]d\alpha$, where the second form comes about by introducing $u = x/c$. We use this relationship to eliminate $c$. This leaves eight parameters corresponding to $\{g_i\} = \{\beta_{1/2}, \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \alpha_{1/2}, \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \alpha_3\}$, which are called ‘genes’ throughout the text.

(b) Experimental methods

A MakerBot Replicator 2 3D-Printer constructs wings of span length 15 cm and cross-sectional area $S = 3.5 \text{cm}^2$ out of PLA plastic with a resolution of 0.2 mm. Wings are then mounted on a radial arm that constrains swimming along a circle in the horizontal plane of radius $R = 25 \text{cm}$ (measured at midspan) around a central driving shaft. A damper is attached on that same arm opposite to the wing. We apply a sinusoidal flapping motion of peak-to-peak amplitude $A = 3 \text{cm}$ and vary the frequency $f \in [0.4 - 2.4] \text{Hz}$. For each of the 150 wing shapes, swimming speed is evaluated over 11 different frequencies. Those measurements are reported in figure 9 for wings of a representative early generation as well as one of the latest, showing that $U$ increases quasi-linearly with $f$ and that the ordering of individuals remains the same across the frequency range, with the fastest ones performing consistently better. For the sake of clarity, we only plot measurements performed at $f = 1.8 \text{Hz}$ throughout the paper, and the full dataset is available as the electronic supplementary material.

Potential interaction of the foil with the flows generated in its previous orbit is minimized by (1) slowing the swimming with the draggy damper and (2) ensuring a long circumferential travel distance around the tank. Specifically, previous experiments [21,23] on multiple wings in similar set-ups have shown that wake interactions are appreciable only for wings spaced within
Figure 9. Speed dependence on flapping frequency. (a) Speed measured for flapping frequencies $f = 0.4 - 2.4$ Hz for wings of an early generation (generation 2) and (b) a later one (generation 14). The speed-ranking among wings, denoted by a yellow to blue colour gradient, remains the same in the frequency range tested.

about four wavelengths of motion, where the trajectory wavelength is $\lambda = U/f$. For the single-wing experiments reported here, the relevant separation distance is the circumferential length $C = 2\pi R$ of the circular trajectory, and our data indicate that $C/\lambda > 7$ for all trials. Thus, wing-wake interaction effects associated with the rotational set-up are expected to be minimal.

Any potential effect on the foil from the wake of the damper is minimized by (1) using a porous disc so as to avoid the formation of coherent vortices in its wake, and (2) affixing this damper at a shorter radius from the central axle such that it does not overrun the same path as the wing. Specifically, the damper is a disc of diameter 7 cm with porosity of about 1/3, for which previous measurements indicate a drag coefficient of about 1.0 [62]. The damper is located 10 cm outwards from the central shaft, significantly less than the 25 cm radial length to the mid-span of the wings. To test for any damper–foil interactions, we compare the speed of a typical wing for conditions in which the damper is placed $90^\circ$ ahead of the wing, opposite the wing at $180^\circ$, and $90^\circ$ behind the wing. No discernable difference in speed was measured, which we take as evidence for minimal interference.

(c) Evolutionary algorithm

The fitness is defined such as to account for the speeds across all measured frequencies $f$. For each wing and each $f$ in each generation, the speed $U$ is experimentally measured, and $U(f)$ curves for all individuals in two representative generations are shown in figure 9. Although $U$ tends to increase with $f$ for all wings, it is seen that the relative speed-ranking of different wings tends to remain unchanged across different $f$. This motivates a fitness metric defined at each $f$ and for each individual of speed $U$: $(U - U_{\text{min}})/(U_{\text{max}} - U_{\text{min}}) \in [0, 1]$, where $U_{\text{min}}$ is lowest speed across all individuals of the generation at each $f$, and $U_{\text{max}}$ is the highest. This linearly maps the speed data such that the slowest wing is assigned fitness 0 and the fastest is given fitness of 1. The overall fitness $F \in [0, 1]$ of each wing is then defined to be the average of these quantities across all $f$. This metric is a robust characterization of relative performance within a generation that employs speed data collected at all values of $f$ and weights all such data equally.

Following the evaluation of the fitness of the wings, each new generation of ten wings is then created from the previous one using a custom Matlab algorithm adapted from [54]. First, two parents are selected from the entire population of ten wings through fitness proportionate selection. That is, the selection of each is made independently and with a probability determined by each wing’s fitness: $P_i = F_i / \sum_j F_j$, where the sum is computed over all ten members of a generation. After two parents are identified, breeding involves the recombination of their genomes $p_1$ and $p_2$ into a daughter shape $d$ through a weighted average: $d = r p_1 + (1 - r)p_2$. 
where \( r \in [0, 1] \) is a random number. The daughter wing is also subject to mutations, which occur with a probability of 20% and act to randomly modify a gene value. The applied perturbation follows a normal distribution with a standard deviation of one-fourth of the gene value. This process of selecting two parents for breeding by gene combination and mutation to form a daughter is repeated to yield eight daughters of the next generation. Parents may be selected multiple times and thus seed multiple daughters, and indeed a parent may breed with itself. In addition, the two fastest wings of the current generation are transferred unmodified to the next, yielding a new population totalling 10 wings. This passing-through of the two fittest individuals ensures that the maximum fitness does not decrease from generation to generation.

To tune the implementation parameters in this algorithm, prior to the study we tested the number of iterations required to meet a criterion that can be evaluated \textit{in silico}, such as a targeted thickness ratio. Figure 10 shows an evolution run aimed at producing wings with thickness ratio \( t/c = 0.2 \), where the fitness of an individual is defined as the inverse of the deviation of its \( t/c \) from the targeted value. The algorithm typically reaches its objective within about 10 generations. We also opted for a high mutation rate that ensures high variability in the population. Although an in-depth tuning of the algorithm remains for future studies, the chosen parameters thus allow for a broad exploration of the high-dimensional shape space within experimentally tractable timescales.
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